ABOUT THE SS&TP
To learn more about the SS&TP, please contact:
JACKIE KERBY MOORE
Executive Director
Sandia Science & Technology Park
505.845.8107
jskerby@sandia.gov

where technology works

www.sstp.org

The Sandia Science &
Technology Park (SS&TP)
is a 300+ acre masterplanned technology
community. Affiliated
with Sandia National
Laboratories and adjacent
to Kirtland Air Force Base,
companies have access
to world-class facilities,
technologies, scientists,
and engineers. From
startups to Fortune 500
companies, the SS&TP is
where technology works.
The SS&TP is a model
for public-private
partnerships. The Park’s
approach blends the
technology transfer strength
of Sandia with community
partnership involvement.

Sandia National Laboratories is a multi-program laboratory managed and
operated by Sandia Corporation, a wholly owned subsidiary of Lockheed Martin
Corporation, for the U.S. Department of Energy’s National Nuclear Security
Administration under contract DE-AC04-94AL85000. SAND2016-5437 M
September 2016

PARK OVERVIEW

WWW.SSTP.ORG

WELCOME

We drove into
the SS&TP and
knew this is
where we needed
to be. It is newer
construction,
great access to
our customers,
and the type
of technologyoriented facility
that we prefer. We
have already seen
a positive impact
on our business
in this location.
Eric Miller
Principal
Phoenix Analysis and Design
Technologies, Inc. (PADT)

FEATURES & AMENITIES

PARTNERSHIPS

From its stunning mountain views and landscaped
medians, bike paths, and walkways, to pocket parks
with shade structures and exercise stations, the SS&TP
provides an excellent blend of high technology with
quality-of-life features and amenities.

The SS&TP is a model for public-private
partnerships. The Park’s approach blends the
technology transfer strength of Sandia with
community partnership involvement.

• 300+ Acres

• Albuquerque Public
Schools

• Master-planned
Technology Community
• Affiliated with Sandia
National Laboratories
• Adjacent to
Kirtland AFB
• Full-time
Program Staff
• Accelerated City
Approval Process
• State-of-the-art
Fiber Optics
• Redundant Power
• Security Cameras
• Emergency Call Boxes

• Near Albuquerque
International Airport
• Easy Access to
I-40 and I-25
• Conference Rooms
• Credit Union
• Early Childhood
Center
• Pocket Parks
• Covered Picnic
Areas
• Exercise Stations
• Walking/Biking
Trails
• Food Trucks

• Bernalillo County
• City of Albuquerque
• Economic Development
Administration
• Lockheed Martin
Corporation
• Mid-Region Council
of Governments
• New Mexico
Congressional
Delegation
• New Mexico State
Land Office

• Public Service
Company of
New Mexico
• Sandia National
Laboratories
• Sandia Science &
Technology Park
Development
Corporation
• State of New Mexico
• T echnology Ventures
Corporation
• Union Development
Corporation
• U.S. Department of
Energy/NNSA

FIBER NETWORK

BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT
The SS&TP Program Office assists
companies and organizations with
business opportunities both within
and beyond the Park.
• Holds events and activities such as
leadership luncheons, open houses,
procurement and licensing roundtables,
and technology showcases

The ORBIT Network is the SS&TP’s
own fiber optic communications
backbone, customized to meet the
needs of the SS&TP technology
community.
ORBIT provides
• Fiber optics — the fastest
transmission medium
commercially available
• State-of-the-art technology
with ring architecture and
digital facilities
• Quick and easy fiber optic
access to all Park tenants
• Video, voice, and data service
from alternate providers

• Provides information about available
land and space within the Park
• Introduces elected officials and other
business and community leaders to
SS&TP companies and organizations
with briefings and tours
• Maintains the Park website which
includes company and organization
overviews and web links
• Produces the monthly SS&TP Park
Post which includes company and
organization news, recent events,
and updates

The SS&TP
annual picnic is
an opportunity to
network with Park
leadership and meet
people from new
companies. I was
able to discuss a
possible future
collaboration with
one company and
catch up with others.
Social events like
this allow everyone
to identify synergies
within the Park
that can drive
continued growth
for the SS&TP.
Steven Downie
Site Director
Raytheon Company

Being in the SS&TP
allows us to be
among our largest
customers.
It gives us a sense
of partnership and
insight into how
our tools are being
used to answer
some of our nation’s
biggest engineering
questions.
Mike Pelock
General Manager
MCAD Technologies, LLC

C3 will be an inspiring and energizing
place that will serve as a public face for
Sandia National Laboratories, providing
access to the Labs, and building linkages
with the community. It will be a place
where Sandians and their industrial,
academic, and government partners
can interact easily and freely, outside
the gates.
Located in the SS&TP, the new
multi-tenant facility will be dedicated
to increasing Sandia’s collaboration
and commercialization activities.
C3 will offer spaces for lease along
with programs and services for tenants
and partners, all designed to facilitate
successful partnerships.

SPACES
• Sandia Offices
• Partner Offices
• Technology
Showroom

PROGRAMS &
SERVICES
• Entrepreneur Training
• Small Business
Assistance

• Incubator Space

• Interactive Intellectual
Property Library

• Co-working Space

• Tech Maturation

• 400+ Person
Conference
Facility

• Investor Access

• Small Conference
Rooms
• Café/Catering
Kitchen

• Scientific and
Technical Consulting
• Technology Showcase
• Retiree Mentors

COMPANIES &
ORGANIZATIONS

ADVANCED MANUFACTURING ANALYSIS
& RESEARCH CORPORATION (AMARC)
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AMARC is a nonprofit charitable foundation engaged in education
and research to support the growth of the nation’s advanced
manufacturing base as a foundation for job creation and improved
economic competitiveness. Current activity, on behalf of the NM
Economic Development Department, includes work on an Asset
& Supply Chain Map of New Mexico companies that do business
directly or indirectly with the DoD.

ADVANCED OPTICAL TECHNOLOGIES (AOT)
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www.advanced-optical.com
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AEGIS TECHNOLOGIES

3

www.aegistg.com

Eubank Blvd.

AEgis provides world-class modeling and simulation, training,
test support, system engineering and analysis, hardware design,
and advanced technologies development to government and
commercial customers. AEgis maintains a laser laboratory in the
SS&TP to support its efforts in High Energy Laser (HEL) sensors and
instrumentation for DoD, and a team developing hardware and
software solutions in LabVIEW for data acquisition and process
control automation for Sandia, DoD and commercial customers.

AIR PRODUCTS & CHEMICALS, INC.

4

www.airproducts.com
Air Products Electronic Delivery System’s Albuquerque location
manufactures capital equipment for the semiconductor industry.
The company offers equipment for critical slurry delivery applicants,
process chemical delivery, and automated wafer carrier cleaning
equipment, as well as leading the industry in quartzware and parts
cleaning equipment. Air Products EES’s full automation and factory
integration features are standard for critical cleaning applications.
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www.asinm.com
Analytical Solutions has been supporting the high tech industry
through failure analysis, construction analysis, and destructive
physical analysis since 1985. Recently purchased by Integra
Technologies, a world-class leader in electronic test and
qualification, Analytical Solutions has become a one-stop shop
for customers’ electronic device service needs.

AOT delivers next-generation solutions in physical optics,
encompassing polarimetry, scatterometry, and photonic materials.
AOT provides one-stop physics-based solutions, from early-stage
research and feasibility analysis through verifiable modeling
and simulation, custom metrology and experimentation,
optomechanical and electro-optical design, data acquisition
and analysis, algorithms and software, and custom-built prototypes.
The company was founded in Albuquerque in 2004.
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ANALYTICAL SOLUTIONS LLC

APPLIED TECHNOLOGY ASSOCIATES (ATA)
www.atacorp.com
ATA is a precision measurement, sensing, and controls company
providing services and products to government and commercial
customers. ATA’s custom products and services span ground,
air and space applications, and include custom hardware and
software, research and development, component and sub/system
assembly, integration and test, and affordable technical services
at customer locations.

ATA AEROSPACE, JV
ataaerospace.com
ATA Aerospace is a populated Joint Venture formed between ATA
and ASRC Space and Defense (AS&D), formerly ASRC Aerospace.
ATA Aerospace was created to bring together comprehensive
engineering, integration, logistics, and test services for satellite and
high altitude balloon programs. The company is currently executing
the Air Force Research Laboratory Space Vehicles Directorate’s
(AFRL/RV) Space Technology Research and Integrated Vehicle
Experiments (STRIVE) contract and NASA Goddard Space Flight Center’s
Mechanical Integrated Services and Technologies (MIST) contract.

ATAMIR-WSMR, JV
www.atamirwsmr.com
ATAMIR-WSMR is a Joint Venture between ATA and MIRATEK Corporation,
with ATA as the managing partner. In 2008, the White Sands Missile
Range (WSMR) Contracting Office awarded ATAMIR-WSMR a
contract for Test Engineering and Analysis Support (TE&AS) Services.
The TE&AS contract supports WSMR in meeting the needs of
government and commercial customers testing at WSMR facilities.

CENTER FOR GLOBAL SECURITY
AND COOPERATION (CGSC)
www.sandia.gov/cooperative-monitoring-center/cgsc.html
The CGSC (formerly the International Programs Building) is home to
the Cooperative Monitoring Center. CGSC provides a neutral place
for Sandians, U.S. government policy makers, and non-governmental
organizations to meet with foreign technical and policy experts for
technical collaborations on aspects of nuclear/radiological threat
reduction, biological/chemical threat reduction, and global security
engagement initiatives.

Innovation Parkway
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Park
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https://cint.sandia.gov
CINT is a DOE Office of Basic Energy Sciences nanoscale science
research center operated as a national user facility by Los Alamos
and Sandia national laboratories. CINT provides access to
capabilities and scientific expertise. Together, CINT users and staff
are establishing the scientific principles that govern the design,
predict the performance, and enable the integration of
nanostructured materials into the micro and macro worlds.
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CENTER FOR INTEGRATED
NANOTECHNOLOGIES (CINT)
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RAYTHEON
TESTING
FACILITY
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Research Road

COMPUTER SCIENCE
RESEARCH INSTITUTE (CSRI)
www.cs.sandia.gov/CSRI
CSRI brings together researchers from academia and the national
laboratories to solve problems in computer science, computational
science, and mathematics, and to provide new capabilities in modeling
and simulation. Through the inclusion of university faculty, the CSRI
expands the range of expertise and research capabilities that can be
applied to problems in modeling and simulation at the Labs.
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KIRTLAND AIR FORCE BASE
HOME TO SANDIA NATIONAL LABORATORIES
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PNM Switching Station

LEGEND
LAND OWNERSHIP

EUBANK LANDFILL
SOLAR ARRAY

PARK FEATURES

ALBUQUERQUE PUBLIC SCHOOLS

TWO INNOVATION, LLC

COMMONS AREAS

BUILD NEW MEXICO

EXISTING BUILDINGS

10’ WIDE TRAIL

NEW MEXICO STATE LAND OFFICE

PROPOSED BUILDINGS

6’ (min) SIDEWALK

ASR/SANDIA 1, LLC

AVALON INVESTMENTS

BIKE LANE

MORGAN REALTY

NEW MEXICO SCHOOL
FOR THE BLIND &
VISUALLY IMPAIRED

EXERCISE STATIONS

DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY
KIRTLAND AIR FORCE BASE
INNOVATION INVESTORS, LLC

SHADE STRUCTURE

WWW.SSTP.ORG
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COMPUTER SUPPORT UNIT – (CSU-STP)
CSU-STP provides support for desktop computers, laptops, tablet
PCs, and handheld devices on the Sandia Preferred Systems List
for members of the Sandia workforce who are located in the SS&TP.
CSU-STP also maintains current versions of commercial software
as part of Sandia’s Common Operating Environment for these
members of the workforce.
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FASORTRONICS LLC
www.fasortronics.com
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HELIOTROPIC ENERGY, LLC
HelioTropic Energy has novel, robust technology for concentrated
thermal power designed for regions which enjoy high irradiation,
but have rugged weather conditions and are prone to earthquakes.
In addition to electricity generation, the heat obtained by this
technology can be applied to industrial processes. The company
is currently in the R&D phase and anticipates the construction of
a working prototype.
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INNOVATION PARKWAY OFFICE CENTER (IPOC)
www.sstp.org/companies/innovation

INNOVATIVE REASONING, LLC (IR)
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www.innovativereasoning.com
IR integrates immersion-training, Live, Virtual, Constructive
technologies, multi-agent based modeling, experiential learning and
decision-making theory to design training programs that improve
the outcomes of high-risk, high-consequence decisions made
under conditions of crisis, stress, fatigue, hazard, and uncertainty.
Headquartered in Orlando, IR provides support to DoD, DOE, and
other agencies from offices in NM, CA, NC, GA, FL HI, and overseas.
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KIRTLAND PARTNERSHIP COMMITTEE (KPC)
www.kpc.nm.org
KPC is a non-profit corporation established in 1996. Consisting
of business people who work to support, preserve, and grow Kirtland
Air Force Base (KAFB), the KPC addresses issues of common concern
with KAFB, the Pentagon, New Mexico Congressional delegation, city
of Albuquerque, Bernalillo County, state of New Mexico, and others.
KAFB has a total annual economic impact of $7.6 billion dollars.

LA LUZ EARLY CHILDHOOD
CENTER (LA LUZ ECC)
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www.laluzecc.org
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LIQUID COMMON
www.liquidcommon.com
Liquid Common offers assistance to businesses nationwide that
are looking to reach customers more efficiently, while keeping at
the forefront of the ever-changing digital marketing arena. The
company offers services including website and graphic design, SEO,
social media engagement, reputation management, text message
marketing, email and newsletter marketing, and IT services.
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MAZDA COMPUTING

MCAD TECHNOLOGIES, LLC
www.mcad.com
MCAD specializes in sales, support, and training for engineering
productivity tools including 3D solid modeling, design validation,
data management, product documentation, and 3D printing
using FDM and PolyJet Technologies. These solutions utilize the
market-leading technologies provided by SolidWorks and Stratasys.
MCAD’s Applications Engineers can easily and accurately assess
customers’ current processes, make recommendations, and assist in
implementing solutions that help increase productivity.

Sandia National Laboratories affiliated organizations

MICRONET SOLUTIONS, INC. (MSI)
www.micronetsol.net
MSI has proprietary techniques and software to reverse engineer
complex microcircuits and systems, allowing for complete
extraction of functionality and microcode. The company provides
patent infringement, anti-tamper design & analysis, Trusted Design
services, and complete physical and electrical extraction of circuit
layouts and functionality. MSI also offers the Pix2Net Software Suite,
which allows for accurate SEM tile extraction, and stitching for
perfect layer alignment.

MOOG, INC.
www.moog.com
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www.nuclearmuseum.org
The Museum is nationally accredited, a Smithsonian affiliate, and
the nation’s only congressionally chartered museum in its field.
Established in 1969, it is an intriguing place to learn the story of the
Atomic Age, from early research and development through today’s
peaceful uses of nuclear technology. The Museum’s camps and
classes also enhance young people’s awareness of the importance
of science.

NEW MEXICO SCHOOL FOR THE BLIND
AND VISUALLY IMPAIRED (NMSBVI)
www.nmsbvi.k12.nm.us
Established in 1903, NMSBVI provides residential and academic
support to blind and visually impaired children. It also serves
blind children with multiple disabilities, including deafness. The
Albuquerque campus is home to an outreach program that runs
low-vision clinics, an infant and toddler program that provides
family support and services, and a day school for preschool and
kindergarten students with vision impairments and blindness.

PHOENIX ANALYSIS AND DESIGN
TECHNOLOGIES, INC. (PADT)
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www.padtinc.com

PROJECT PERFORMANCE COMPANY (PPC)
www.ppc.com
PPC is a leading provider of information technology services to the
federal government. Started in 1992, PPC has built a foundation of
successful results addressing complex problems, and is one of only
a small number of companies to hold ISO 9001:2008, ISO 27001:2013
and ISO 20000-1:2011 registrations as well as a CMMI Maturity Level
3 rating. The company is committed to quality, process improvement,
and development initiatives.
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QC GROUP, LLC
www.qcgroup.com
QC Group offers quality-related services including dimensional
inspection measurements in their A2LA accredited laboratory,
reverse engineering with scanning, 3D CAD modeling of legacy
tooling and products, color map deviations to CAD, and qualityrelated staffing. Sandia is one of QC Group’s largest customers,
making the SS&TP location cost-efficient and convenient.
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QYNERGY CORPORATION
www.qynergy.com
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RAYTHEON COMPANY
www.raytheon.com
Raytheon, with 2015 sales of $23 billion and 61,000 employees
worldwide specializes in defense, security and civil markets.
Raytheon’s Albuquerque location occupies approximately
103,000-sq.-ft. of office, light lab, and manufacturing facilities.
It provides engineering services and manufacturing expertise
worldwide in the fields of high voltage and pulsed power
engineering, radiation effects testing, radio frequency and
microwave sources, and telemetry solutions for commercial
and military applications.

SANDIA LABORATORY FEDERAL
CREDIT UNION (SLFCU)
www.slfcu.org
SLFCU was founded in 1948; at over $2 billion, SLFCU is the largest
financial institution headquartered in New Mexico by asset size.
The credit union serves over 75,000 members nationwide with ten
locations in Albuquerque, NM, and Livermore, CA. Sandia is the
original corporate sponsor, and today membership includes over
800 employee groups, including many companies in the SS&TP.

SANDIA SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY PARK
DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION (SSTPDC)
sstp.org/companies/sstpdevcorp
SSTPDC, a non-profit charitable foundation, was formed to
manage and develop the SS&TP and attract technology-related
industries to New Mexico. SSTPDC secures government grants,
appropriations, and in-kind assistance for Park infrastructure
improvements; manages related construction activities such as
roadway development, common area landscaping, signage, and
recreational park development; and provides access to high speed
fiber optic communications.

NATIONAL MUSEUM OF
NUCLEAR SCIENCE & HISTORY

Qynergy offers solutions to scientifically challenging problems.
The company identifies ideas that may address customer needs,
and then vets those ideas to ensure their strong tech transfer
potential. Qynergy collaborates with inventors, customers,
industry partners, and research centers to guide technology
toward commercialization. The roadmap for this process is the
Qynergy Accelerator Model, which significantly increases the
chances for a technology’s commercial success.

www.mazdacomputing.com
Mazda Computing is a value-added supplier of hardware and
software computing products and solutions. The company is a
woman-owned small business, an Intel Platinum Partner, and an
Intel HPC Specialist. Mazda is a JIT contract holder at Sandia for
custom Intel and AMD servers, storage, networking, peripherals
and other Tier 2 manufactured products.
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RED, INC. COMMUNICATIONS
www.redinc.com
RED, Inc. is an award-winning, full-service multimedia
development company specializing in technical writing/editing,
document layout/production management, graphic design,
web design/development, 3-D modeling, and video production.
RED, Inc. serves as a JIT contractor at Sandia/NM and Sandia/CA,
providing technical writing and graphic design support services,
and has provided on- and off-site multimedia support services
across the DOE for the past 20 years.

PADT is an engineering service company that focuses on helping
customers who develop physical products by providing numerical
simulation, product development, and rapid prototyping products
and services. The PADT New Mexico office is focused on providing
local sales, support, and services to our customers throughout New
Mexico, including many SS&TP companies and Sandia.

La Luz ECC provides a loving, attentive environment to children
aged six weeks to five years old in a safe, homelike atmosphere.
Group sizes and child to adult ratios are kept low to ensure
individual attention and to foster a sense of belonging. La Luz ECC’s
infants and toddlers stay with the same teachers and classmates
until they enter the center’s preschool/pre-K program. The entire
program is designed to promote a lifelong love of learning through
a strong emotional and educational foundation.
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The Moog Albuquerque site is home to both Albuquerque
operations of Moog-CSA and the Moog Advanced Space Electronics
group. These organizations offer rapid response engineering services
and Moog products to the Air Force Research Laboratory, Sandia,
NASA, Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA),
Aerospace primes, and to other Moog sites. The Albuquerque site
supports customer needs along the Rio Grande Technology Corridor.

IPOC is a 150,000-sq.-ft. building that is leased to Sandia. The facility,
owned by DePonte Investments, features a mixture of offices,
cubicles, conference rooms, and support space. Building occupants
include the Badge Office, Technology and Economic Development,
Procurement, Human Resources, Financial, Ethics, Audit, and
Community Involvement organizations.
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www.medinatura.com
MediNatura is a homeopathic pharmaceutical company that
develops, manufactures, and sells medications based on natural
substances. It is the company that acquired Heel Inc., located in
SS&TP for over 10 years. The Albuquerque factory has about 30
employees working in the manufacturing and warehouse
facilities. MediNatura products are available through physicians
and licensed health care practitioners, pharmacies, retailers, and
natural product stores.

CYBER ENGINEERING RESEARCH LAB (CERL)

FASORtronics is focused on the design, development, and
engineering of single frequency lasers and their frequency
conversion. The company specializes in building laser guidestar
systems for ground-based adaptive optical telescopes and is
skilled in the technologies of lasers, optics, optomechanics,
low-noise electronics, and computer control.
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MEDINATURA, INC.

www.sandia.gov/missions/defense_systems/cybersecurity.html
The Cyber Engineering Research Institute (CERI) includes CERL
located in the SS&TP, and the Cyber Technology Research Laboratory
(CTRL) located in the Livermore Valley Open Campus. CERI focuses
on exploratory research in cyber security in partnership with
academia and industry. CERI also serves to incubate Sandia’s
Cyber Security Science & Technology activities.
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SANDIA SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY PARK
(SS&TP) PROGRAM OFFICE
sstp.org/companies/sstpprogram
The SS&TP Program Office leads the business development effort
for the SS&TP and provides services to its companies and
organizations. Services include marketing, tenant relations, and
event planning. The Program Office also assists in the management
and development of the SS&TP. The Park is affiliated with Sandia
National Laboratories and provides access to the world-class
facilities, technologies, scientists, and engineers at the Labs.

SIGMA MEDICAL TECHNOLOGIES
Sigma’s focus is on biological & chemical detection and
decontamination. The company is part of the TEAM Technologies
Accelerator program. Sigma is developing a high efficiency
ozone generator for commercial water treatment and other
decontamination applications. In addition, Sigma is developing,
in connection with Los Alamos National Laboratory, an economic
field-use pathogen detector.

SOLAERO TECHNOLOGIES CORP
www.solaerotech.com
SolAero Technologies, headquartered in a 50,000-sq.-ft. facility
in the SS&TP, is one of the world’s leading manufacturers of
highly efficient, radiation hard solar cells, Coverglass Interconnected
Cells (CICs), and satellite solar panels for space power applications.
Since 2001, SolAero products have powered over 170 successful
space missions with zero on-orbit failures. The company’s proven
manufacturing capability, technology leadership and unsurpassed
reliability make SolAero the supplier of choice for demanding
space programs.

STONE LION ENVIRONMENTAL, LLC
www.stonelionenvironmental.com
Stone Lion Environmental is a multi-faceted company managing a
wide range of elements of Environmental Science and Environmental
Restoration. Their project diversity includes working with classified,
radioactive and hazardous materials from excavation to disposal, as
well as safety management and oversight at DOE Facilities. Beyond
classified material demilitarization, Stone Lion Environmental
personnel have extensive environmental restoration experience.

TEAM TECHNOLOGIES, INC.
www.team-technologies.com
TEAM is an ISO 9001:2008 registered engineering, manufacturing,
and product development company. It is a minority owned
and operated firm serving aerospace, defense, energy, national
laboratory, industrial automation, medical, and industrial
commercial clients. TEAM uses part of its 40,000-sq.-ft. facility
as an innovation center and accelerator supporting small
businesses. The facility includes a state-of-the-art machine shop;
electronics manufacturing; electrical, mechanical, and controls
engineering labs; metrology and inspection; and office space.

TECHNOLOGY LEADERSHIP
HIGH SCHOOL (TLHS)
www.techabq.org
TLHS is a project-based school that develops future leaders in the
technology fields by providing them with 360 degrees of support.
TLHS prepares young people for college or a career in the
technology field upon graduation. Students explore the
technology, startup, and business professions by engaging in
collaborative work within a small, supportive school environment.
TLHS values the overall well-being of young people and their
connections to the community.

VERITRAN, INC.
VeriTran is developing a product line of infinitely variable
transmissions (IVTs). These IVTs are based on patented controlled
epicyclic gear train mechanisms that can be adapted to any rotary
power source. VeriTran products offer significant energy savings
and increased productivity in a broad spectrum of applications
that require or can benefit from closed loop variable flow.
The initial product focus is on pump jacks for natural gas wells.

